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Who is OTF?
• Agency of the Government of Ontario
• One of the largest grantmakers in
Canada with over 30 years of
experience

• Builder of healthy and vibrant
communities

• Investor in community-based
initiatives

• Volunteers across Ontario decide
where our funds go
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Challenge:
Over the next decade, we
will invest $1 billion in the
province’s public beneﬁt sector.
What change do we expect
to see as a result of that
investment?

Fundamental shift to an outcomes-based model
Outcomes-focused approaches are what
applicants/ grantees are asking for; less
micro-management, more keen
assessment of the fruits of their labours

Governments across Canada and around
the world are shifting to outcomes-based
models, especially now that technology
can track many details across many
activities

Why an
outcomes-based
model?
Much of the nonproﬁt sector has been
moving towards outcome-based
approaches with more advanced
evaluation practices

Our Approach: Why is OTF doing it?
Because it ensures delivery of, and
measurement of, impact
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Today: managing an Outcomes-based strategy
To achieve outcomes, we will manage to them:
1. Identify the
public/policy goals
sought (outcomes)
• OTF’s Strategy Map
clearly identiﬁes the
desire for healthy and
vibrant communities
• The Canadian Index
of Wellbeing is the
framework that has
been chosen to
validate/calibrate the
health and vibrancy
of Ontario’s
communities

2. Fund activities that
deliver against the
outcomes sought
• The key here is
evidence, speciﬁcally
evidence from
high-quality sources
that show a
‘diﬀerence of
diﬀerences’
(statistically signiﬁcant
diﬀerence)

3. Measure the
activities and
outcomes
• Measurement must
occur at the activity
level (common) PLUS
the outputs and
outcomes levels
(usually using more
thoughtful measures
and data collection
tools)
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The Strategic challenge
Challenge :

Transforming available resources
into intended social impact
Available
Resources

Bad news:
Good news:

Intended
Social Impact

o “Can’t do everything”-- resources are limited while social needs
seem endless
o “Everything isn’t equally worth doing”-- possible courses of action
yield different levels of impact

A clear “strategy” o Achieving tightest fit between actions undertaken, resources
expended and intended impact
means…

Source: The Bridgespan Group
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Our Theory of Change
CIW Indicators
10 YEARS

WHAT WE SEEK

Action Areas

LINE OF ACCOUNTABILITY

Aggregate OTF Results
3-5 YEARS
Grant Measures
1-5 YEARS

WHAT WE AIM TO ACHIEVE

Priority Outcomes

WHAT HAPPENS AS A RESULT OF OUR INVESTMENTS

Grant Results

WHAT WE DO & HOW WE DO IT

Investments Across Streams
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Our New Model focuses on six Action areas
Based on 12 of the 64 CIW indicators
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Our action areas support key CIW indicators
Avg. monthly
frequency of
participation in
physical activity >15
minutes
% with self-reported
diabetes

Fostering
more active
lifestyles

% reporting
participation in
organized activities

% children doing well
on 5 developmental
domains
% of persons in low
income

Ecological Footprint

% reporting very or
somewhat strong
sense of belonging to
community

Canadian Living
Planet Index

Building
inclusive and
engaged
communities
together

Encouraging
people to
support a
healthy and
sustainable
environment

Avg. % of time spent
on the previous day
in arts and culture
activities

Enriching
people’s lives
through arts,
culture and
heritage

Scaled value of CSLS
economic security
index

Enhancing
people’s
economic
wellbeing

Avg. of 5 social &
emotional
competence scores,
12-13 year olds
% of 20-24 year olds
completing high
school

Supporting
the positive
development
of children
and youth

Each action area focuses on 2 priority outcomes
✔ Higher quality sports programming
& infrastructure to support
physical activity

✔ Better quality programming and
infrastructure to experience
culture, heritage and the arts

✔ More people become physically
active

✔ More people connect with culture,
heritage and the arts

✔ Diverse groups work better
together to shape community

✔ Increased Economic Stability

✔ Reduced social isolation

✔ Increased Economic Opportunity

✔ More ecosystems are protected
and restored

✔ More children and youth have
emotional and social strengths

✔ People reduce their impact on the
environment

✔ More youth are meaningfully
engaged in the community

INVESTMENT STRATEGY
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Grant Results & METRICS
Action Area
Priority Outcomes
Grant Results
Metrics
Survey Tools

ACTIVE PEOPLE

Higher quality programming & infrastructure to support
physical activity

More people become
active

Trained & certiﬁed
coaches, oﬃcials &
volunteers

Programs are safe, inclusive, fair & age- and
ability-appropriate

Ontarians participate in an
active lifestyle

Focus area of program
(pick-list)
Head count: People
trained

Head count: People trained
Program count: Programs oﬀered
Focus area of program (pick-list)
Head count: People impacted
Inclusion domain (pick-list)

Head count: People participating
in an active lifestyle

N/A

N/A

International Physical Activity
Questionnaire

What’s the overall approach?
Outcome
Measurement via
Standardized
Pre/Post Tools
capture depth of
impact

Aggregated Grant
Result Metrics
capture breadth of
impact

Impact
Measurement
of Grant
Result

Surveys Selected Based on:

Validity and
Reliability

Relevance to
Grant Result

Length

Simplicity

Ease of Use
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Grant data collection
Priority Outcome: Increased Economic Opportunity
Grant Result: People become and stay employed
Grant: Community Living Oakville (GW95587)

Measurement
Metric
Survey
Tool

Results

# of people trained and/or developed

61 people with disabilities reached

Employment Precarity Index

45% of participants gained
employment; 25% reduction
in employment precarity
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International physical activity questionnaire
1.

During the last 7 days, on how many days did you do vigorous physical activities like heavy
lifting, digging, aerobics, or fast bicycling?

2.

How much time did you usually spend doing vigorous physical activities on one of those days?

3.

During the last 7 days, on how many days did you do moderate physical activities like carrying
light loads, bicycling at a regular pace, or doubles tennis? Do not include walking.

4.

How much time did you usually spend doing moderate physical activities on one of those days?

5.

During the last 7 days, on how many days did you walk for at least 10 minutes at a time?

6.

How much time did you usually spend walking on one of those days?

7.

During the last 7 days, how much time did you spend sitting on a week day?

What’s the overall approach?
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Impact to date
We are beginning to aggregate our impact to better
understand the change we are making in communities.
- Demo: Granting at a Glance
- Demo: Grow Grant Outcomes Dashboard
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STRATEGIC PRIORITIEs moving forward
1.

Outcomes measurement: modernize our data systems to help reveal
insights between investments, activities, and improved outcomes

2.

Performance improvement: support departments across OTF in
monitoring trends and developing KPIs, enabling data-informed
decision-making at all levels

3.

Leveraging data assets: investing in analytics and infrastructure to bridge
the gap between data silos at OTF and other relevant sources will reduce
administrative work and enable strategic allocation and prioritization of
resources
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Questions?

